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From: Larry Arcand 
Sent: Tuesday, November 26, 2013 11:04 AM
To: Complaints BCUC:EX
Subject: Proposed Hydro fees
Attachments: To Whom It May Concern.pdf

Please find letter attached 
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BC HYDRO SMART METER CHOICES PROGRAM



Complaint about B.C. Hydro’s proposed meter reading fee :

To Whom It May Concern:

I am writing to you as a concerned B.C. citizen about B.C. Hydro’s ultimatum
for smart meters. I have asserted the right to free myself from exposure to Smart
Meter radio-‐frequency emissions on my property so have opted out of the Smart
Meter program. Because I have refused the meter B.C. Hydro has given me an
ultimatum of a $35 a month fee (per meter) for having my meters read.

Given that I have lived my entire life in B.C. and have never been charged a
separate fee for meter reading I assumed that the recovery of this cost was included
in my hydro rate. For that reason I find the fee requested by B.C. Hydro to be very
extreme. I live in a rural area of B.C. and in fact have two meters on my property that
have always been read every two months not every month as now proposed.

I have been observing this meter reading process over the last year and have
watched B.C. Hydro’s representative drive in my yard and (I assume) photograph
my meters without leaving his vehicle and carry on to my neighbors. Their time on
my property being less than one minute. Just recently the meter reader showed up
to do the new routine. He now drives a new vehicle, wears a B.C. Hydro uniform and
carries a hand held device that he has to enter information into manually. He
explained to me that he can no longer use the device he had before but now must
leave his vehicle and enter data by hand. He is now on my property for almost three
minutes. My ultimatum from B.C. Hydro says I will be paying $70 a month for this
service. $70 for 3 minutes work equates to well over $1000 an hour. In this rural
area the meter reader is not sent out to read my meter only. If I drop my health
concerns and put in a Smart Meter these costs will go away. There will still be a
meter reader because in my rural area there is nothing for a Smart Meter to
broadcast to. This sounds rather like extortion to me.

If I review my hydro costs over the last five years my usage has remained
relatively the same however the cost to me has almost doubled. My average yearly
costs for two meters is $975. Now I will be asked to pay another $840 to have
someone read my meters. I don’t believe that a person should be threatened, bullied
or financially forced to accept something that they have serious health concerns
about. How as a retired B.C. senior am I supposed to absorb these costs. Why are
there no other options. Why could I not submit my own meter readings. Why does
one meter reading cost $35 a month and another reading will cost nothing.

I hope the facts are looked at before B.C. Hydro starts charging exorbitant
rates for a service that has been previously been included in the cost of electric
consumption. A service that in my rural area will have to be provided regardless of
the meter I choose.



* This complaint is for both meters at the above address. One meter was for my
business that I have retired from. I have asked for hydro to change the classification
some time ago but have never seen the promised technician . At this time I am still
under a classification that is not given any choice in meters. I can only switch to the
radio-‐frequency meter or turn off my power. Another ultimatum!
* I give my consent to share this letter with B.C. Hydro.




